ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Conflict, war, destruction, and violence are assumed to be manifested by aggression. The increase in war, conflict and violence (intra-state and inter-state) has turned the attention of many scholars, notably, child development and early-childhood education practitioners to the theoretical inquiry into the nature and causes of aggression. But what is aggression? What are the causes of human aggression? Does it originate from nurture or nature? In other words, is it a nature of behavior, an instinct that is inherited, or is it the intention behind the behavior?
In fact, aggression, which is one of the aspects of the human nature, is a multifaceted phenomenon that has many determinants. Kaj Bjorkqvist defines aggression as ``an act, not an inner state,'' and claims that ``the emotion of anger is often (but not always) a precursor of aggression [1] . Arnold Buss defines aggression as ``a response that delivers noxious stimuli to another organism."Shaffer [2] ; Dollard, et al. [3] who are of a behaviorist orientation try to decline inner states logic and contemplate a more goal-directed approach [3] . They define aggression as an ``act that is intended to injure the person or persons toward whom it is directed." Worchel, et al. [4] There are in fact, several schools of thoughts that describe the causes of aggression from different points of views. Neo-instinct theorists who hold a biologically deterministic view, explain aggression from within and declare that aggression is an universal innate drive that is inherited by our ancestors. Sociobiologists also communicate a biologically deterministic view.
Psychoanalysts are distinguished from in their approach to aggression, but especially Freud can also be thought of as one of the well-known defenders of the Instinct theory. Then, there are advocates of the frustration-aggression hypothesis, who derived their theory from Freud's theories of displacement and externalization, but added an environmental character in it, and finally the behaviorists and the social learning theorists, who allocate a greater emphasis on the external stimuli, or environmental causes of aggression and propose that it is a learned behavior.
Neo-instinct theorists have a biologically determined view of aggression and account it from within, on the other hand, behaviorists and social learning theorists elaborate it from without. Although distinctly different, these paradigms also have commonalities. In my opinion, through the synthesis of these three perspectives that has ruled the twentieth century in psychology, the definition of aggression can transform from a singular mode toward more multidisciplinary construction and can give us a clearer picture in understanding the deep-rooted and underlying causes. However, one should not take this synthesis as an overarching framework, but use the valuable observations gained from each perspective as an application of child development and early childhood education. This paper aims to examine the causes of aggression by exploring into two perspectives: Neo-instinctivism (including the sociobiological debate) and Behaviorism, and endeavor to investigate the differences and similarities between and within these perspectives in search for answer to the main question ``what are the causes of the human aggression?''
In the first part of the paper, after the definition of aggression above, it will bring about a close look to neoinstinctivism and compare and contrast the sociobiological ideas within the paradigm. The second part will focus on Radical Behaviorism and neo-Behaviorism (Skinner), and will explain the Skinnerian approach. The last section will entail a comparative summary of all two perspectives.
LORENZ AND NEO-INSTINCTIVISM
Although seeking for solutions in human behaviors to get explanations for the animal behaviors seems irrelevant at first, some behavioral psychologists thought that the identification of basic similarities and complex differences that are introduced by the ethologists can be helpful to avoid oversimplified, single factor explanations of human behaviors. In recent decades, one of the most quickly advancing branches of biological sciences has been ethology, the study of animal behavior in all its aspects, "with particular emphasis on the four basic animal drives of reproduction, hunger, fear, and aggression'' [5] . Ethology is ``the scientific study of the species specific and phylogenies, ethologists have come to recognize the need for observing behavioral patterns, within the specific environment in which different behaviors have evolved'' [6] . Konrad Lorenz can be idenfied as the father of ethology and he has studied more than 40 species of animals to understand the biological roots of aggression. As a result, in spite of the fact that he was coming from a totally different framework, Lorenz also proposed the existence of an innate, aggressive drive in humans. However, his definition of aggression is something very different from the destructive principle Freud defined of Thanatos which was also defined as an instinct [7] . Lorenz, like Freud, asserts that aggression is not necessarily the result of a reaction to outer impetus, but an explosion of accumulated energy that occurs even without a need to an external stimulus. In other words, aggression is a result of an instinct sustained by an ever-flowing energy that accumulates continuously without any source of dissipation. In his own words, ``aggression is primarily not a reaction to outside stimuli, but a built-in inner excitation that seeks for release….regardless of how outer stimulus is'' [8] . Lorenz claimed animals and humans don't wait passively until the proper stimulus appears to release the dammed-up energy of the drive, but usually find it somehow to release it. They search for, and even produce stimuli. Lorenz called this behavior ``appetitive behavior'' [9] . This hypothesis of Lorenz, such as Freud's, depends on the hydraulic (reservoir) model. However, according to Lorenz aggression is ``differ from the destructive principle defined by the Freudian hypothesis of Thanatos,'' Wolman [10] and that aggression is not necessarily bad. This is Lorenz's second hypothesis on aggression. Lorenz suggests that aggression is an instinct that ensures the survival of the species (species-preserving function) by spacing them instead of bunching them together in an overpopulated habitat (this is similar to Darwinian view of survival of the fittest).
Through this function, species can protect their territory, protect and posses the female, and have a preservative function establishing rank order [11] . According to Lorenz, the typical aggressive instinct occurs among the members of the same species as opposed to members of different species, i.e. it is intra-specific rather than inter-specific. He based his claim on the fact that ``a fish, mammal, or bird will defend its territory against others of its own species,'' [12] and not against others from different species. In his work, On Aggression (1960) Lorenz discussed various ways in which aggression is adaptive to those animals that engage in it. He claimed that aggression is widely distributed among the animals, and there are certainly lots of evidences that are pointing out that it has a substantial heritable component. He also asserted that aggression is also influenced by the social context in which it is derived from, i.e., as a dynamic instinct that is situational. In terms of human behavior and particularly human social behavior, Lorenz states that `` Human behavior, and particularly human social behavior, far from being determined by reason and cultural tradition alone, is still subject to all the laws prevailing in all phylogenetically adapted instinctive behavior.'' [13] . He also recognizes that individual's social instincts and his/her social inhibitions, ``could not keep pace with the rapid development of traditional culture, particularly material culture'' [13] . Referring the inventions of weapons utilized in modern warfare, Lorenz mentioned the ills of civilization and indicated that the ``aggressive behavior and killing inhibitions represent only one special case among many in which phylogenetically adapted behavior mechanisms are thrown out of balance by the rapid change wrought in human ecology and sociology by cultural development'' [13] . Here, although his views on modernity were different than of Freud's, it was also similar to the ideas in Civilization and Its Discontents. However, Lorenz also asserted that:
The man [individual] who behaves socially from natural inclination normally makes few demands on the controlling mechanism of his [her] own moral responsibility….in order to curb his [her] natural inclination into a semblance of normal social behavior, is very likely to break down in case of additional stress'' [13] . ceremonial, ``ritualized fighting'' in ducks, and other animals, he also recommends that all human sports also has the components of this act [14] . He recommends that humans can find an unthreatening outlet for this innate drive by preventing built in aggression, by watching an aggressive sports event. This can be also purveyed by creating debate teams, political parties, and other types of competitive events including international sports contests, to keep people healthy by the cathartic discharge of aggression. In that sense, Lorenz almost views the dissemination of aggression as a basic human need, and instead of viewed negatively, if it is viewed in terms of using this energy for positive transformation, it can also be viewed as a driving force to produce social change (in Freudian terms, this would be sublimation). On the parallel note, one of the most interesting parts of Lorenz's ideology for psychology and child development is the bond which forms between animals (greylag geese in particular) as a reaction to threats from without against the group. ``Discriminative aggression towards strangers and the bond between the members of a group enhance each other'' [8] . By this definition, Lorenz is almost defining the ethnocentrism in humans that creates invisible boundaries between them eventually leading to aggression [15] . Similarly, this framework is also parallel with Volkan's concept ``need for enemy'' [16] [17] [18] . Consequently, this is supported by his phenomenon of ``militant enthusiasm…[which is]…a specialized form of communal aggression, clearly distinct from yet functionally related to the more primitive forms of petty individual aggression….
[there] can not be a slightest doubt that human militant enthusiasm evolved out of a communal defense response of our pre-human ancestors'' [13] . In that sense, Lorenz is implying the enthusiasm shared by the group in defense against a common enemy, again almost laying the foundation for the emphasis of in-group similarities and out-group differences phenomena that play a major role in explanation of aggression that enhances it, while being enhanced by it. Moreover, his concept of intra-specific aggression can also be compared to severe atrocities that take place during the civil wars. In short, although Lorenz was criticized by analysts who viewed nurture more important than nature as a determinant of behavior, with an open mind, one can appreciate his contributions to a unified theory of human behavior, which is by no means is a set model, but a working framework that is being fed by paradigm shifts as the world progresses. [19, 20] . He, as Freud and Lorenz, was biologically deterministic and highlighted the power of genes over environment. Wilson claimed the improbability of aggression as an instinct in birds and mammals, and indicated out that the key to aggression was in the environment.
WILSON AND SOCIOBIOLOGY
"It seems to me that we are dealing with a genetically inherited array of possibilities some of which are shared with other animals, some not, which are then expressed to different degrees depending on environment" [21] .
Wilson also recommends that ``the tendency under certain conditions to indulge in warfare against competing groups may well be in our genes, having been advantageous to our Neolithic ancestors' [21] . This inborn gene description, has opened the lid of the can of worms towards egalitarian ideologies and the idea of race, according to some scholars like Ashley Montagu, that ``led directly to the Holocaust'' [22] and other genocidal events involving persecution of homosexuals, and mental patients as well as ethnic cleansing, as it was often applied within the former Soviet system in Russia and other authoritarian regimes. Wilson expressed that ``the sociobiologists are interested in more general features of human nature [rather than culture/nurture angle] and the limitations that exist in the environmentally induced variations'' [23] . He claimed that those who rejected sociobiology were reductionists and claimed that biology was the key to human nature [24] . However, as it was noted by Van Der Berghe [25] it can be interpreted that sociobiology is not a firm genetic determinism or a simplistic instinct theory:
is not the antithesis of the culturally deterministic position,…[since] the sociobiologists are quite happy to recognize that the human species is unique in some important aspects,
[but]…humans are not unique in being unique….nor the sociobiologists deny the importance of human consciousness and culture and the effect these have in greatly accelerating processes of human adaptation to and modification of the environment" [26] .
There are undoubtedly some divisions among the sociobiologists, and as psychoanalysts they too contrast in their more right-wing or liberal approach to geneticism and its role on human behavior including aggression. In fact,
Wilson's conceptions about sociobiology have commenced interest among some other scholars of many disciplines that is comparable to that developed by Skinner's Beyond Freedom and Dignity.
BEHAVIORISM AND B.F. SKINNER
One of the radical behaviorists, B.F. Skinner, investigates the human behavior in terms of finding the right reinforcements (positive/negative and reward/punishment) in order to create a desired behavior. Radical behaviorism examines the roots of behavior in terms of operant conditioning. Following the Pavlovian response-stimuli (causeeffect) hypothesis, Skinner focuses on the importance of environmental and social conditioning on human behavior and emphasizes a term of operant behavior (conditioning) of the individuals [27] . Skinner is generally considered to stress environmental explanations of behavior over genetic ones, but in his book about Behaviorism, he outlines the innate behavior as the starting point for the conditioning process. According to the principles of operant conditioning, an organism tends to increase the frequency of responses that prove to be rewarding, however, before a response can be reinforced it must be first produced. In that sense, one can view psychology has to study ``what reinforcements tend to shape human behavior and how to apply the reinforcements most effectively.
[Thus] Skinner's `psychology' is the science of engineering of behavior; its aim is to find the right reinforcements in order to produce a desired behavior'' [8] . Skinner emphasizes the power of reward, rather than the punishment and declares that through the proper use of positive reinforcement, the behavior of animals (based on experimentation with animals, such as the Skinner box) and humans can be altered to an amazing degree, even in opposition to what Freud and Lorenz would call ``innate tendencies.'' In that sense, although behaviorism at the individual level seems to be compatible with sociobiology at the species level, since it also supports the view of the impact of the environment (or social culture) by his implication of behavior is determined by reinforcement. However, this explanation is limited. For example, Fromm also points out that an individual can be conditioned to be a slave, but he/she will ``react with aggression or decline in vitality''; or he/she can be conditioned to feel ``like part of a machine and react with boredom, aggression, and unhappiness'' [8] . With all these implications, obviously Fromm is pointing to the direction of free will, which Skinner seems to neglect while emphasizing the operant conditioning. Skinner has been criticized by other humanistic psychologists ``who say that his ideas directly or indirectly encourage treating persons as objects to be manipulated'' [28] . Although Fromm strongly opposes the radical behaviorism of Skinner, they still seem to have a common point since both of them are accepting the contribution of individual environmental surroundings and histories as the main determinants of the presently existing human behavior.
One can investigate Skinner's behaviorism from two different angles. First, one can discuss that although Skinner's rationalism ignores individual's passion, and the concept of free will, it also gives hope for the development of a peaceful and just society for the thinkers who claim that such society can be designed by positive reinforcement of some sort including economic prosperity. Second, his thoughts can lead to assimilation and other forced adjustments (compulsory heterosexuality) by ``positive'' reinforcement of individuals who seem to appear deviant and different in terms of society's imposed rules, regulations, and norms. This is based on Skinner's belief that ``opportunities for alternative, adaptive behaviors…can be shaped and maintained through positive reinforcement, the extinction of undesirable behaviors, and better control of the contingencies of reinforcement operating in individual's life'' [28] . At the same time, operant conditioning with negative reinforcement can be used as an apologetic excuse for the explanation of aggression as well as the acts of the murderers, and other criminals who commit genocidal acts. This is a dilemma in Skinner's behaviorism and also a single-factor approach. It is similar to the ``aggression is only in the genes'' hypothesis, by saying ``no, aggression is only in the conditioning.'' However, from his point of view, neo-instinctivism, socio-biological theories and behaviorism can be viewed to have one common point: that individuals have no psyche structure and no free will, no responsibility about their own lives, and they are either a product of conditioning, or the product of evolution through gene transformation. In any case, they are exclusively determined by conditions outside themselves. In Skinner's approach, no specific stages are assumed as it was in psychoanalysis (Freud, Erikson, Klein, all accepted these stages). Skinner considered humans as ``behavior emitters,'' and stressed environmental causes for maladaptive behavior. He suggested that ``an innate component may be involved in certain types of aggressive responses (for example hitting, or biting when physically attacked) as a result of the possible contribution of these responses to the survival of the species during evolutionary history'' [28] .
In this approach, his theory resembles of the Lorenz who similarly claimed that aggression was a result of an innate behavior for the survival of the species. Moreover, by his implication, Skinner gives some kind of a leeway to flexibility (bad or good, based on subjective interpretations) of the human nature, which is similar to Freud's theory which suggests that ``aggressive impulses can sometimes be redirected into socially constructive activities [such as in sublimation], and that certain inhibitions against aggression (such as moral values) can be developed during the socialization process'' [28] . Freud and Skinner also parallel each other in terms of both of their concentration on individual cases that restricts the generalization of their inductive findings. In Skinner's case, these individual cases included animals in experimental situations (Skinner's box), and in Freud's case, they were his patients such as Hans the Rat Man, Dora, Anna O., and others. Although Freud was opposed by not paying attention to the environmental causes, in my opinion, his explanation of superego development during childhood which is heavily impacted by paternal constructions point out that, he gave social environment that surrounds the individual to some attention.
Similarly, Skinner also conceptualized the importance of the environment in his own way, and in this sense, both are different from ethologist Lorenz and other sociobiologists who were pretty deterministic in their view of genetic inheritance. While ``Skinner's basic data were ``quantitative'' that explained animal and human nature from without, Freud's basic data ``was qualitative'' that explained it from within.
CONCLUSION
There are discussions among psychoanalysts, sociobiologists and behaviorists that aggression has adaptation. The debate among different perspectives concern whether adaptive trend in aggression is nature (innate, primary) or nurture (acquired, secondary). The subject of human aggression has brought the attraction and interest of evolutionary biologists and neo-instinctivists. Because of influence from the Social Darwinism, some scholars believe that "might © 2017 AESS Publications. All Rights Reserved.
is right" doctrine with biological justifications of human aggression. They claim that aggression has key evolutionary importance to humans.
One of the criticisms for sociobiologists' explanations about aggression is that if certain behaviors such as aggression are genetically determined, it means we cannot do anything about them. Male aggression is usually connected to the increase of male reproductive success to fight off rivals. If aggression is determined by nature, it makes human beings helpless to unable to do anything about it. Critics of deterministic explanation of aggression claim that human being is special because of its intelligence and culture. They assert that historical and cultural factors may have effects on community differences about aggression. Likewise, inequalities and hierarchies in human societies as well as many male and female differences may have role on human aggression. In addition, sociobiologists may dismiss the importance of learning that plays a role on acquiring social behaviors such as aggression. The generalization from animal to human behavior may forget taking into account the human use of a complex language system. Sex and gender identities influenced by genetic, biological, social and cultural factors may play roles on human aggression.
This study underlines some commonalities and differences between socio-biology, human ethology, neoinstinctivism, and behaviorism. The emphasis on innateness and genetic relatedness of aggression may be one of the recurrent themes. The statement "conflict occurs because humans are inherently aggressive" may be doubtful and should not be interpreted as humans are completely aggressive by nature. The simplified explanation about human nature is generalization. We should not forget that environmental factors may also play an important role in the development of aggression in human beings.
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